YOUR GO TO
SUPPORTIVE COUNSELING RESOURCES

DR. LATONIA JOHNSON
DIRECTOR, STUDENT COUNSELING SERVICES
C. W. GRIFFIN HALL SUITE 500
PHONE: 252-335-3912
EMAIL: LSJOHNSON@ECSU.EDU

C. W. GRIFFIN HALL SUITE 300
PHONE: 252-335-3267
HOURS OF OPERATION: MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.

PRIMARY PHONE: 252-338-5338
24-HOUR CRISIS: 252-338-3011

EMPLOYEE COUNSELING SERVICES
COMPSYCH (ECSU’S EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM PROVIDER
PHONE: 866-511-3365

OFF-CAMPUS

ALBEMARLE HOPELINE
PRIMARY PHONE: 252-338-5338
24-HOUR CRISIS: 252-338-3011

EMPLOYEE COUNSELING SERVICES
COMPSYCH (ECSU’S EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM PROVIDER
PHONE: 866-511-3365

MEDICAL RESOURCES

ON-CAMPUS

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
C. W. GRIFFIN HALL SUITE 300
PHONE: 252-335-3267
HOURS OF OPERATION: MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

OFF-CAMPUS

SEN TARA ALBEMARLE MEDICAL CENTER
ADDRESS: 1144 N. ROAD STREET, ELIZABETH CITY, NC
PHONE: 252-335-0531
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 HOURS